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Background: Despite American College of Cardiology (ACC) and American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines, many hospitals have door-to-balloon times in excess of 90 minutes. Emergency Department (ED) activation of interventional cardiology has been described as an important strategy to reduce door-to-balloon time. However, prior studies on ED activation have been in suburban hospitals with door-to-balloon times near the ACC/AHA targeted times.

Objective: To determine if ED activation of interventional cardiology could significantly improve reperfusion times and reach the ACC/AHA target of 90 minutes or less in a safety net hospital, a Level I trauma center and teaching hospital serving primarily uninsured and underinsured patient population with door-to-balloon times ranking in the lowest quartile of United States hospitals.

Methods: In this study, door-to-balloon times before and after implementation of ED activation were compared by retrospective chart review.

Results: Eighty patients were included in the study, 48 before and 32 after ED activation of interventional cardiology. Median door-to-balloon time decreased from 163.5 minutes before to 130 minutes after ED activation, a significant difference of 33.5 minutes (p=0.028). Door-to-balloon time on nights, weekends and holidays decreased from a median of 165.5 minutes to 130 minutes, a reduction of 35.5 minutes, which also reached statistical significance (p=0.029).

Conclusion: ED activation of interventional cardiology produced a statistically significant reduction in door-to-balloon time. However, the reduction was not enough to achieve a door-to-balloon time of less than 90 minutes. Safety net hospitals with door-to-balloon times in the lowest quartile nationally may require multiple strategies to achieve targeted myocardial reperfusion times. [West J Emerg Med. 2010; 11(4):363-366.]

INTRODUCTION
Timely percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) with balloon angioplasty reduces morbidity and mortality of patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).1,2 American College of Cardiology (ACC) and American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines recommend that a STEMI patient presenting to the Emergency Department (ED) have door-to-balloon times of 90 minutes or less.3 The Joint Commission has identified door-to-balloon time of less than 90 minutes as a core measure of healthcare quality.

Despite ACC/AHA guidelines, many hospitals have median door to balloon times in excess of 90 minutes.4,6 A recent study calculated door-to-balloon time for 365 United States hospitals and found a median door-to-balloon time of 100.4 minutes. More than 15% of hospitals in this study had median door-to-balloon times greater than 120 minutes.7 An
observational study by the National Registry of Myocardial Infarction examined door-to-balloon times for 13,387 STEMI patients and found a mean time of 113 minutes. Many hospitals have explored strategies to reduce door-to-balloon time, and the ACC/AHA has recently created a campaign for improving reperfusion times called “GAP-D2B: An Alliance for Quality.” The goal of this initiative is to increase the percentage of patients in U.S. hospitals receiving PCI within 90 minutes from the current level of 35% to 75%.

An effective yet infrequently used strategy to reduce door-to-balloon time is ED physician activation of interventional cardiology upon identification of a STEMI on electrocardiogram (ECG). Commonly, interventional cardiology teams are activated by a cardiology fellow or cardiologist after they have been consulted by the emergency physician (EP). The process of consultation can be time consuming, particularly if the cardiologist is not in the hospital and must evaluate the patient in the ED prior to activating the interventional cardiology team. By allowing the EP to activate the cardiac catheterization laboratory, the time previously used for cardiology consultation is eliminated. Several recent retrospective studies and a survey of U.S. hospitals suggest that ED activation of the catheterization laboratory significantly reduces door-to-balloon time.

Several reports in the recent literature documenting improvements in door-to-balloon times due to ED activation of interventional cardiology were conducted in suburban hospitals, with initial reperfusion times at or below the ACC/AHA targets. While ED activation has improved door-to-balloon times in these study settings, the results may not be generalizable to all practice environments. The effect of ED activation in hospitals caring for mostly uninsured or underinsured patients, the so-called safety net hospitals, is less clear. The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of ED activation of interventional cardiology in a safety net hospital with a ranking in the lowest quartile of U.S. hospitals for reperfusion times.

**METHODS**

We retrospectively studied patients with STEMI or a new left bundle branch block, presenting to Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center Shreveport ED from November 2004 to May 2009. STEMI was defined by the ACC/AHA ECG criteria as an elevation of the ST segment greater than 1 mm in two or more contiguous leads. The protocol preformed with SPSS 11.0 (Chicago, Illinois) for windows. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analysis was preformed with SPSS 11.0 (Chicago, Illinois) for windows.

**RESULTS**

During the 55-month study period, we identified 85 STEMI patients of which five were excluded for a missing door or balloon time. There were no subjects identified as receiving emergent catheterization for a new left bundle branch block. We performed data analysis on 80 patients, 48 prior to ED activation of interventional cardiology and 32 after. The two groups were similar in patient characteristics, such as race, age, and gender (Table 1). Median door-to-balloon time for the before and after groups was 163.5 minutes and 130 minutes respectively. Implementation of ED activation of interventional cardiology reduced median door-to-balloon time by 33.5 minutes, which reached statistical
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EDs of Level I trauma centers and teaching hospitals, the nation’s safety net hospitals, are some of the busiest and most crowded in the United States. Moreover, ED crowding has been associated with adverse cardiovascular outcomes, such as delayed door-to-needle time in patients thrombolyzed in the ED for suspected acute myocardial infarction. Thus, measures shown to reduce door-to-balloon time in suburban hospitals with reperfusion times approaching the Joint Commission and ACC/AHA target times may not be effective in all healthcare environments, particularly, safety net hospitals. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of ED activation of interventional cardiology in a Level I trauma center and teaching hospital with door-to-balloon times in the lowest quartile of U.S. hospitals. Our results demonstrate that ED activation of interventional cardiology significantly reduced door-to-balloon times. However, it failed to reduce the median door-to-balloon time to the ACC/AHA and Joint Commission target of 90 minutes or less.

Failure to reduce door-to-balloon times below 90 minutes through ED activation of interventional cardiology is not unique to this study. Despite statistically significant results, three of six previous studies on ED activation failed to achieve door-to-balloon times of less than 90 minutes. In fact, only two studies demonstrated reductions in door-to-balloon times to less than 90 minutes in institutions where reperfusion times were in excess of ACC/AHA recommendations.

Accurately defining delays that occur in safety net hospitals may provide strategies to improve door-to-balloon times in similar hospitals nationwide. To achieve this goal it may be useful to separate door-to-balloon times into component intervals. Two important intervals that comprise total door-to-balloon time are door-to-activation time and activation-to-balloon time. EP activation of the interventional cardiology team is a strategy aimed at reducing door-to-activation time. Other steps described in the literature to reduce door-to-activation time include policies for decreasing door-to-ECG time. Unfortunately, these policies appear to have little effect on door-to-balloon time and may not be the best option to decrease reperfusion times in many healthcare environments. Several studies have demonstrated reduction of door-to-balloon times by prehospital activation of the interventional cardiology team.

Another important component of door-to-balloon time is the activation-to-balloon time interval. It has been demonstrated that significant transport delays are associated with a policy of having patients wait in the ED until the catheterization laboratory communicates readiness for patient transport. Hospitals that transport the patient at a set time interval following activation of the catheterization laboratory have significantly shorter door-to-balloon times. Real-time feedback for ED and catheterization laboratory personnel was recently reported as having a significant effect on overall door-to-balloon times.

Door-to-balloon time in the current study appeared to be influenced by the time of patient presentation to the ED. When the interventional cardiology team is not in the hospital, potential delays may occur in team communication, in transit to the hospital, in setting up necessary equipment, and in patient transport to the catheterization laboratory. Expectations that the interventional cardiology team arrive in the catheterization laboratory within 20 minutes of team activation have been strongly associated with reduction in door-to-balloon times. Thus, further defining reasons for activation-to-balloon delays during after-hours may reduce overall door-to-balloon time in a variety of healthcare environments.

**LIMITATIONS**

There are several limitations of this study. For example, retrospective studies generally demonstrate associations rather than causation and therefore generate less meaningful results than prospective, randomized trials. Chart reviews are also limited by inaccurate or incomplete records. Most data points used in this study came from nursing notes or physician’s documentation, which are subject to human error and bias. Bias can also be introduced as investigators interpret absent or conflicting data. The authors attempted to limit bias by using a standardized data collection method with uniform handling of missing or conflicting data and by having the authors independently review many of the same charts. Further, five patients were excluded from data analysis for missing door or balloon times. This study may also be limited by a small sample size and the lack of control groups.

---

**Table 2. Median door-to-balloon times before and after emergency department (ED) activation of the interventional cardiology laboratory.**

|                      | Number of subjects | Door-to-balloon time before ED activation (median) | Door-to-balloon time after ED activation (median) | p =  
|----------------------|--------------------|---------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|-------
| Overall              | 80                 | 163.5                                             | 130                                              | 0.028 |
| Nights, weekends, and holidays | 50                 | 165.5                                             | 130                                              | 0.029 |

Significance (p=0.028). Patients presenting during after hours had median door-to-balloon times of 165.5 minutes before and 130 minutes after ED activation of interventional cardiology. This represents a reduction of 35.5 minutes, a result that also reached statistical significance (p=0.029). Despite a significant decrease in median door-to-balloon time, ED activation failed to achieve the ACC/AHA target of 90 minutes or less. Results are summarized in Table 2.

**DISCUSSION**

EDs of Level I trauma centers and teaching hospitals, the nation’s safety net hospitals, are some of the busiest and most crowded in the United States. Moreover, ED crowding has been associated with adverse cardiovascular outcomes, such as delayed door-to-needle time in patients thrombolyzed in the ED for suspected acute myocardial infarction. Thus, measures shown to reduce door-to-balloon time in suburban hospitals with reperfusion times approaching the Joint Commission and ACC/AHA target times may not be effective in all healthcare environments, particularly, safety net hospitals. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of ED activation of interventional cardiology in a Level I trauma center and teaching hospital with door-to-balloon times in the lowest quartile of U.S. hospitals. Our results demonstrate that ED activation of interventional cardiology significantly reduced door-to-balloon times. However, it failed to reduce the median door-to-balloon time to the ACC/AHA and Joint Commission target of 90 minutes or less.

Failure to reduce door-to-balloon times below 90 minutes through ED activation of interventional cardiology is not unique to this study. Despite statistically significant results, three of six previous studies on ED activation failed to achieve door-to-balloon times of less than 90 minutes. In fact, only two studies demonstrated reductions in door-to-balloon times to less than 90 minutes in institutions where reperfusion times were in excess of ACC/AHA recommendations.

Accurately defining delays that occur in safety net hospitals may provide strategies to improve door-to-balloon times in similar hospitals nationwide. To achieve this goal it may be useful to separate door-to-balloon times into component intervals. Two important intervals that comprise total door-to-balloon time are door-to-activation time and activation-to-balloon time. EP activation of the interventional cardiology team is a strategy aimed at reducing door-to-activation time. Other steps described in the literature to reduce door-to-activation time include policies for decreasing door-to-ECG time. Unfortunately, these policies appear to have little effect on door-to-balloon time and may not be the best option to decrease reperfusion times in many healthcare environments. Several studies have demonstrated reduction of door-to-balloon times by prehospital activation of the interventional cardiology team.

Another important component of door-to-balloon time is the activation-to-balloon time interval. It has been demonstrated that significant transport delays are associated with a policy of having patients wait in the ED until the catheterization laboratory communicates readiness for patient transport. Hospitals that transport the patient at a set time interval following activation of the catheterization laboratory have significantly shorter door-to-balloon times. Real-time feedback for ED and catheterization laboratory personnel was also recently reported as having a significant effect on overall door-to-balloon times.

Door-to-balloon time in the current study appeared to be influenced by the time of patient presentation to the ED. When the interventional cardiology team is not in the hospital, potential delays may occur in team communication, in transit to the hospital, in setting up necessary equipment, and in patient transport to the catheterization laboratory. Expectations that the interventional cardiology team arrive in the catheterization laboratory within 20 minutes of team activation have been strongly associated with reduction in door-to-balloon times. Thus, further defining reasons for activation-to-balloon delays during after-hours may reduce overall door-to-balloon time in a variety of healthcare environments.

There are several limitations of this study. For example, retrospective studies generally demonstrate associations rather than causation and therefore generate less meaningful results than prospective, randomized trials. Chart reviews are also limited by inaccurate or incomplete records. Most data points used in this study came from nursing notes or physician’s documentation, which are subject to human error and bias. Bias can also be introduced as investigators interpret absent or conflicting data. The authors attempted to limit bias by using a standardized data collection method with uniform handling of missing or conflicting data and by having the authors independently review many of the same charts. Further, five patients were excluded from data analysis for missing door or balloon times. This study may also be limited by a small sample size and the lack of control groups.
number of patients enrolled. However, previous studies such as Jacoby et al.11, Singer et al.12 and Kraft et al.14 were also small with only 44, 88 and 97 patients respectively. All three of these studies were able to demonstrate statistically significant reductions in door-to-balloon time despite their small patient enrollment.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study and review of the literature suggest that ED activation of the interventional cardiology team may not be sufficient to reduce door-to-balloon times below the ACC/AHA goal of 90 minutes in all healthcare environments. Although not proven in this study, it is possible the nation’s safety net hospitals require other strategies in addition to ED activation of interventional cardiology to reduce overall door-to-balloon times and improve myocardial reperfusion.
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